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existence of a hysteresis loop, formed by the lag of the effect be-
hind the cause. Such a hysteresis loop exists in the transient
arc, as illustrated by Fig. 66: the transient volt-ampere charac-
teristic of a short high-temperature metal are, between titanium
and earbon. In this figure, the stationary arc characteristic, that
is, the relation between arc voltage and arc current in stationary
conditions, is shown in dotted lines, and the drawn line shows the
cycle existing between arc current and arc voltage during a cyclic
change of current, from ssero to 4,1 amperes and back to «ero,
within Tfo of a second, with the current varying approximately
as a sine function of the time. As seen, for rising current, the
arc voltage is materially higher than for decreasing current*
Close to zero current, the arc has ceased, and (Seissler tube* con-
duction passes the current through the residual vapor stream.
Other hysteresis cycles than those of the an? are instrumental
in the energy supply to other systems of continual oscillation.
Thus, for instance, the hysteresis cycle between synchronising
force and position displacement supplies the energy of the cin-
tinual or cumulative oscillation, called hunting, in synchronous
machines) as' alternators, synchronous motors and converted
The mechanism, by which the hysteresis cycle1 supplies the enetgy
of continual oscillations, has been investigated in the eiine of the
hunting of synchronous machines,* but is still practically un-
known in the case of continual oscillations between, magnetic
and dielectric energy in electric circuits.
Recurrent oscillations, as in Fig. 59, must be or very hoou be-
come continual, that is, the successive wave trains an* of approx-
imately constant amplitude, since each starts with the name
energy, the stored energy of the supply system. Continual
oscillations, however, in which the energy supply in through a
hysteresis cycle, may be cumulative; the area of the hynteremH
cycle, that 13, the energy supply, depends on and increases with
the voltage and current of the oscillation, and the voltage* and
current, that is, the intensity of tine oscillation, dopetulH on and
increases with the energy supply, that i«, the area of the hyHterw'w
cycle, thus both increase together*
Such cumulative oscillations are represented for instance by
Pig. 46, page 99*
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